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,ABSTRACT
Serious drdwbacks can be cited for almost every form

of student performance e4a14tion. The typical\A-B-C-D-report seldom
.tells anything really meaningful; the argumentt gainst this system
are many--unless you have straight A offspring. W 'tten comments or
reports are good if they tell4 in a meaningful way, at the ttudent
is accqmplishing in school. But eachers often lapse in -q, cliches or
vague generalita ions, and the comments often reflect a te-acher15.,
Personal reacti to the child, rather than 'a report of ca&eiic .
progress..The parent-teacher conference is valuable- if well
planned and Conducted, and if sufficient time is allowed for the
conference. One other pointr-all conferences should include the
student as well as the parent, and teacher. If a 'child is to grow ', .

socially, emotionally, and i,htellectually, he or she, must participate
im_the evaluation of the;prdtess. During the last two years, our

'district has been moving -Award an individualized .curricular program.
To .make our reporting procedure `more effeCtive,'We must add to our
trait checklist, with comments, a summarization of the basic skills
attained by each child. This tells thd parent just.,what specific
skills%the child-has acquired as 6 result of his school work.
(Author /3G)
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EFFECTIVE' STUDENT GRADING AND PROGRESS REPORTING

The'title of the clinic frightens me a bit because I am .

beginning to wonder if'thpre is an effective way tc5 grade students

and report their progress to parents in.a meaningful-way.

The longer I am ip this business,"the more I become concerned

about some ofthe methods we use. And, the more I view reactions.

to change, the more convinced I become that we will.never.find a

totally effective or.acceptable tool for reporting pupil progress,

That being true, ,maybe we should adjourn and go outside t- soak

up the sunshine.
fa2

Like,so much of what we do in edlication, reporting of pupil

. , . /4
progress-seems to have to be con,:cversial. Seldom can we get

. - 1 -

agreement on what is appi.opriatel, desirable and/or acceptable.

SevelA examples come to mind which support "this idea:

Several 'years ago, in a distr,ct where I was employed, we

were, undertaking a _review of our reporting. procedure. Our

superintendent sent' some materials to our school board members

to get their,,reactions and suggestions.

,After a rather lengthy discussion, there was still no'consensus

among the 7 board members as to what approach would seem appropriate

to them. One felt that the standard A, B.C, D approach was fine

and that through it, he knew "exactly" where his child stood..

Another felt that a checklist of behavior traits and skills acqutred

was accuiate enough to tell what hi4 child was accomplishing. A

third felt that a conference with the teacher was essential; in
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factthe only effective way for him to know the-full story of

Whathis child was accomplishing in school.

The most vocal and stubborn response came from the school
. Y

board president, 1,4tio held that allpaper were to be graded and

averaged fora report to the parent. .A,gradesof 83.2 was, to

him, the ally reasonable and accurate report of his child's progress.

After all, that is what he experienced as. a child and if it was

good enough forhim it was good enough for his children. So it
. . ,

is with so many people; they are most comfortable' with that which

they have experienced.

Parents (and board members) are hot the only ones who are

dissatisfied with reporting practices. Teachers are also in.on

thegame. One day in Octobgr, several years ago, a bright,, young,

beginning 4th grade teacher came\to me and said,. "Bob,, we've got

to do something about our repoxt cards. They just don't do justice

to the kids, nor dorthey allow us an opportunity to convey to parents
4.0 A

all that we should." What she did not know; but soon learned, was

that a committee of teachers and administrators-had spent most of
4

the last school year devising the report card she had just written

off as- useless.

'That's'notall ancient history. This year we initiated a new

program in our district. At a meeting in early January, a parent

asked,why our program was so devoid of real meaning. "Why," she

asked!, "couldn't she get a comparison of her child's perfOrmance
. ,

in relation to others in his class?" We explained that the program

was new this year and, if she would-only be patient and allow us

to go through the full repOrting cycle for the year, she would

4
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probably find out what she wanted to know.'

With most educators, I've gotten to,the point where I view'

-thS traditional A-B-C-D report card as inappropriate. Yet, there

appears to be a reverse swing of,public opinion back to a longing

for such reports., As educators, we must take .the lead in informing

patebs about T1hat is going oh ,in school arid' in evaluating their

childrea's reaction to the school experience. I think the teriv7e

have been using is accountability.

One of the most difficult assignments a teacher faces is the

evaluation of students' performance. 'Serious drawbaCs can be

cited, for almost every form that the evaluation procesS takes.

The contfoversy'over grading practices is an old one. I am sure

many of you.are familiar with the book,,"Wadja Get?" by Kirschenbaum,

Napier and Simon.
1

In it, the authorP trace the circuitous history

of grading practices in American sa-h661s.

The typical A-B-Q-D resort program is unfair because it seldom

tells anyone anything.reaKy meaningful about what is going on in

the school. One teacher's A is the next teacher's B (or'C). One

grade reflects academic proficiency in light of some standad

MI

(often arbitrarily derived), while another involves a recognition

of effort as well as achievement. The arguments against this system

are many--unless you happen to have sired a straight A offspring -;

then the system is great.

Written comments or reports are good if they tell, in a
rf

meaningful way, what the student is accomplishing in schOol.( But,

with the seemingly ever increasing load of paperwork, teacher's often

lapse into 'hackneyed cliches or vague generalizations such as,

ti
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'excellent," '- 'fine worker," "needs improvement" or "not working up

to potential." Such reports tell the parents precious little about

'their child's, progress in school. More often, the comments reflect

a teacher's personal reaction to the thild, rather than a report of

academic progress.

The parent-teaCher conference is valuable if it is well planned
. -

i' c

and condubted, and if there is sufficient"pilme' allowed for *the

conference., 20 minutes is. adequate--if well planned--but not if tile
.____. ____. __ _ _

teacher must conduct 18 to 25 conferences during one day.

The technique of good parent-teacher confergences is not learned

session,in one in- service yet too often we schedule.teachers into

.
the'process with very little, if any, specific training. 11

1

One other point about parent-teacher coafer-7ices. Don't forget
.

1

the
;/

most important participant. We encourage all conferences to t

i

include tie student as Tdell as the parent and teacher. We find

-that it is extremely effective and,it keeps all participants honest.

Why shouldn't students-hear, and have an opporttinity to add

to, the discussion of their academic growth? Too often in my

experiere I have seen teachers or parents take only a co ent

rather insignificant portion of a conference and inflate.it, .far

out of proportion to its real meaning, after a conference is over.

If a child is to grow socially, emotionally and intellectually, he

or 'she must-be a vital participant in the evaluation:of the process.

No matter what procedure you employ, someone will be dis-

satisfied.

In our district we Piave recently moved away from a graded

report card, whjch had an additional'provisioh for evaluating effort,
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to a checklist of personal, social and academic characteristics

and/or traits...Basically,.students are evaluated on each trait

as
u T
satisfactory" or "needs improvement." inthe junior high school;

I Isuperior" has been added to allow -some further 'differentiation.--

'These progress reports are made quarterly with a provision'made

for written comments to be added as a supplement to the trait
O

checklist. two of these four reports are given to parents duri#g

A parenteacher-student conference. basically, the procedure is

an eclectic one, hoping to utilize the best, aspects of a variety,

of approaches. Wa still hav one step to g6; dne section to add:-

During the past two years -we have been moving toward an

individualized curri.cular program. TO date, our basic program's

in reading, language arts and mathematics have been individualized.

In each subject area our teachers have identified and sequenced

'basic skills to be attained by students:. Learning packets have

been developed to aid in the teaching of each of the basic skills'

in .a variety of approaches and at varying levels. We believe this

program is essential, if we recogniie that all childretAo not learn

at The same rate, all children do not learn with equal'ease, and

/ 'all children db not learn with eqUal understanding.

In the development of this program, we weie hided by Dr. Roger

B. Wormer,
2 who provided the model for our 'individualized program.

. .

To make our reporting procedure more effective, we must'add one

step which has peen.mandaied by Our curricular approach; Such a

reporting procedure Was inaugurated in the Kanawha County, West

Virginia, schools this year. In addition to our trait checklist,'

with comments, we must provide a summarization of the basic skills
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attained by each 'hill.

Far better than A, B, C or a "works up to capacity" comment,

this'report provides a visual record of
, .

a period of a quarter or a school yeai.

in veXy, specific form, just what skills

as a result of his school work.

the skills acquired over

This tells the parent,

the child has acquired

Is this the ideal report form? I doubt it. There must be,'

and will be, many modifications made Over time.

Is it an effective form? You bet! It gives the teachers

an opportunity to detail for parents the specific skills acquired

during the reporting period. This is a device to specif; student

and teacher successes. This is real accountability. Not only willti

the parent know about what Susie or Johnny has learned, he may also

i.,eg.t. IA) lec.u6LL.A.Le Lite vdriLy acid coniplexiLy of skills that teachers

are trying to help children learn.

\
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